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Introduction
SEMrush is an established and exceedingly efficient toolkit for digital marketing used
by more than 4,500,000 specialists from around the world. Our suite comprises over 40
tools to aid web developers, content marketers and creators, SMM and PPC specialists,
PR and Brand managers.
As for SEO, we pride ourselves on having won the Best SEO Software Suite of 2019 in
the European Search Awards, and in the United States Search Awards. SEMrush offers
SEO specialists an assortment of reliable auxiliary and essential tools, and this e-book
will guide you through all of them.
This PDF is laid out in a logical path that follows the basic SEO process. We will teach
you how to use our tools to streamline your workflow, efficiently analyze big data and
draw competent conclusions. Bear in mind that all of the suggested steps are intertwined, and will often require simultaneous and continuous work.

Tips & Tricks
(To Avoid Tics & Trips)
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Before we get down to the nitty-gritty of the SEMrush toolkit, let’s touch on some key
aspects to hone the skills of seasoned SEOs, help our newcomers to adapt, and maximize efficiency overall.

Specify!

Learn!

Smart SEO requires you to think locally and
understand your audience. Choosing the
right location to analyze and target can play
a huge role in the success of your business.
SEMrush provides 140+ databases for keyword analysis, and you can use our tools to
target particular regions and cities. And since
the mobile-friendliness trend is not going anywhere, our mobile database now includes
17 countries, so you can ensure your website
does well on mobile platforms.

On our website we keep an updated
Knowledge Base with the freshest manuals
that include all new features. And if you have
any questions, you can always contact our
customer support. Also, you can find many
free courses in the SEMrush Academy.

As well as looking outwards and adjusting
your SEO for different locations and devices,
you should also look closely at your website.
It is not a single solid entity, sites are made
up of several parts. Of course, successful
SEO requires you to work on the whole website, but not all of its parts are equally important. And when it comes to ranking, you are
promoting specific pages. For those reasons
you might want to point our tools at a certain
part of your site or at an exact page.

Set up notifications and scheduling to automate reporting, keep track of your SEO development, and be the first one to spot points of
danger and growth.

Schedule!
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Pay attention to our tip icons, you will meet them throughout the text identifying the
tools that are related to the matter.

Filter!

Integrate!

Aside from the basic functionality for sorting and filtering, many
of our tools include advanced filters with many more options for
including or excluding keywords
and setting ranges for various
metrics.

Connect your Google Analytics
and Google Search Console to
maximize the effectiveness of
SEMrush tools and see a bigger
picture with the analytical data
from your account.

Delegate!

Export!

To help you automate your workflow, SEMrush integrated Trello
into its Site Audit and On Page SEO
Checker tools. You can easily add
found issues and ideas for your
website on the Trello boards to assign and manage tasks.

Most of our tools have options to
export the data. Click the Export
button in the top right corner of
the report you are interested in to
get a prompt for selecting the type
and the scope of the export. Note
that if you do not need a full report,
you can select the lines for exporting, plus all the filters you have
used will be applied to the data.

Create Projects!
A number of major SEMrush tools
require a preset project. All tools
within a single project are focused
on the same domain, this way you
are able to keep track of your progress. Share projects with your
colleagues for dynamic and transparent cooperation.
To start a project go to the Projects
section in the dashboard and click
Add New Project in the top right
corner. If you have never launched
a project before, the prompt will
say Create my first project. The
wizard will ask you to specify a domain and name the project. After
that you will be able to set up each
tool individually.

PDF exporting has a separate
button; use its dialog box to set
up emailing and schedule delivering of the PDF. Guru subscription allows you to brand the PDF
reports, and Business plan adds
an option to create white-label
PDFs. Download the report as it
is with the Export to PDF button,
or hit Create Custom PDF Report
to use the Report Builder tool to
customize the PDF in an easy and
fluent manner.

Competitive
Research
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Competitive Research
Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of your rivals is crucial for marketing success. Your business does not exist in a vacuum, and is always threatened by competitors. You have to constantly look over your shoulder and carefully research the competition landscape. And it will work to your advantage: you can learn from your opponents’
mistakes, study their best practices and spot opportunities.
All of this is obviously applicable to the development of the SEO strategy also. But fighting for clients in the digital space has its own set of rules and methods. Even if you
are lucky enough to not be directly challenged in your niche, someone from another
industry can easily outrank you in search engine results. To stay ahead you need to
continuously track and check your rivals. Here are the SEMrush assets that can help
you research your competition quickly and easily:

Competitors
Report

Overview and
Positions
Report

Backlinks
Competitors
Report and
Backlink Gap

Traffic
Analytics

Keyword
Gap
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Competitors Report
A good place to start studying your rivals is with the Competitors Report in Organic
Research. By simply entering a domain you will get a list of websites competing for
the same keywords. Besides discovering your competitors you will also get some nifty
details. First you need to pay attention to the Competition Level. The report is automatically sorted by this metric, and it shows your closest competitors.
Competition Level is calculated based on the total number of keywords your competitors are ranked for and the percentage of keywords they share with you. So, if a website is ranked for a large number of keywords but only a small number of them are in
common with yours, it will not come up as a relevant result. For example, Wikipedia and
YouTube will almost certainly rank for some of the keywords that you are targeting, but
quite often they are not your competitors.

Spot the domains that have the largest
amount of search engine traffic and the
most keywords in common with you.
These rivals should be first in line for analysis. Keep in mind that you can look for
competitors on mobile platforms as well
as on desktops.

Discover organic competitors!

Overview and
Positions Report
Start off your competitor analysis with the
Overview Report, here you will be presented with the bird's-eye view of your competitors’ performance.
Enter the rival domain you want to investigate in the search field, select the country
and the device you want to target.
At the top of the report you will see statistical information:
Keywords – The overall number of keywords
from our database that the domain is ranked
for in the top 100 positions.
Traffic – The estimated monthly traffic these
keywords can bring.
Traffic Cost – The estimated cost of running
Google Ads campaign for every keyword.
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Branded Traffic – Search traffic that
comes from branded keywords.
Non-Branded Traffic – Search traffic that
comes from non-branded keywords.
The graph shows changes over a period of
time in keywords or traffic; you can switch
between these metrics and select the time
range. There are also notes at the bottom
of the graph. Google icons pinpoint the
dates when we notice changes in Google’s algorithm. These modifications can
influence websites’ rankings, and you can
see the details by clicking on a note. You
can add custom notes to the graph as well
as seeing when SEMrush Sensor detects
high volatility on SERPs, or when SEMrush updates databases; all these marks
will have red diamond icons.
You can select the notes that will be shown
by clicking on Notes above the graph and
ticking the boxes in the menu.
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The SERP Features widget shows the percentage of each special search result that is
triggered by the keywords the targeted domain is ranked for. Clicking on any of these
SERP features will filter the Positions Table for keywords with that feature on the SERP.

Notice that all SERP features
are divided into two sections:

Linking to domain for features that have
a link to the domain. Filtering for those
results will show you all keywords that
the targeted domain has a feature for.
Not linking to domain for features that do
not have a link or for which SEMrush does
not analyze the links. Filtering will show
all keywords with a certain feature on
the SERP.

Filtering for SERP features, among the variety of other filtering options, is a great asset
for exploring your competitors’ presence on SERPs, and their keyword strategies.

For further competitor analysis you can switch to the Positions Report in
Organic Research.
Positions Table is the heart of this report. It lists the keywords that the targeted domain
is ranked for, and as well as filtering allows you to sort them for various metrics. Use
the arrows next to the column name to sort the table in ascending or descending order.
Use the ‘Manage Columns’ button to hide or display your columns.
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Here is the keyword data you
can gather from the report:
Pos. Shows the position of the
URL ranking in the SERP for a given keyword in the selected time
period (the number shows the
previous position).

Volume is the average number of
searches in the chosen database
per month (calculated over the
last 12 months).

KD (Keyword Difficulty) estimates
how hard it would be to rank well
in organic results for a given keyword.

CPC (Cost-per-click) is the average price of a click for a Google
Ads campaign.

URL is the URL displayed in search
results for a given keyword

Traffic % – The share of total traffic driven to the website from the
keyword over the specific time
frame.

Costs – The total cost of all traffic driven to an analyzed domain
with a given keyword over a specific period of time.

Com. Competitive Density of advertisers using the given keyword
for their ads.

Results shows the number of
URLs displayed in the search results for the given keyword.

Trend presents the changes in interest for the given keyword over
12 months.

SERP Gives a snapshot of the
SERP source where SEMrush
found the result.

Last Update The time when the
given keyword was last updated
in our database.

See competitors’ best keywords!
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Keyword Gap
Now it is time to compare your website’s performance with that of your competitors in
Gap Analysis, and to see if your keyword strategy is somehow deficient. Keyword Gap
tool allows you to compare up to five domains and find out the keywords that these
domains have in common, or the unique sets of keywords for each domain. You can
also set the intersection type to Unique to the first domain’s keywords, and get the
keywords that only the first domain is ranked for.

Keywords that are unique for your competitors are probably the ones that you have
missed and need to incorporate in your content. To overcome the content gap with
ease you can employ SEMrush’s SEO Content Template (learn about this tool in the
On-page optimization section of this PDF).
Keywords that are common amongst you and your competitors can be used to find
where you are outperformed and need improvement. For example, you can apply filters
to include keywords that your competitor ranks for on the first page (less than 10), and
you are on the second page or deeper (include your domain with the positions set to
greater than 10).
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This way you will get the scope of keywords you need to shift your focus to. Tweaking
your content for these keywords can help you get to the first SERP, which will undoubtedly pump up the visibility of your domain.
Keep in mind that as well as comparing the Organic Keywords in the Keyword Gap you
can also select Paid keywords and PLA keywords for each domain. And if you want to
get a graphic representation (Venn diagram) of the report you can click Enable Charts.

See domains’ common
and unique keywords!

Backlinks Competitors
Report and Backlink Gap
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Backlinks are a very important ranking factor, especially when they are coming from
trusted resources in your industry. The Backlink Gap tool will help you to easily uncover
the link building opportunities that you are missing based on your competitors' backlinks.
The Backlink Gap tool will automatically provide you with four of your top competitors
to analyze. Use the Backlinks Report, if you need to identify more of your backlinks
rivals. The lineup might differ from your keyword competitors, since your organic opponents most probably have varied backlink profiles. Enter your domain in the Backlinks
Report and switch to the Competitors tab.

Your competitors in the report are automatically sorted by the Competition Level. This
metric shows competition closeness, and is calculated in the same manner as Competition level in Organic Research, except instead of number of keywords it uses the number of common referring domains in relation to the total number of referring domains.
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You can sort the table by the number of Common Referring Domains, the number of
Total Referring Domains, or the number of Backlinks. You can also sort by the Authority Score—a compound metric that shows overall strength and popularity of the
domain
To expose domains that are linking to your competitor but abstain from linking to you,
click on the number of Common Referring Domains. This will take you to the Backlink
Gap where you can type in up to five domains including yours. Select your domain in the
menu right above the table to filter for websites that have no links to you. Voilà – you’ve
got yourself a list full of targets for your backlink strategy. This list is automatically
sorted by the Authority Score. Also, you can choose sorting by the number of matches
amongst the analyzed domains.

Research competitors’ backlinks!
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Traffic Analytics
It is a good idea to monitor and analyze your competitors’ traffic sources to discover if
you need to expand or adjust your marketing strategy. You certainly can’t access your
competitors’ analytical data to get the exact numbers, but you can use SEMrush Traffic
Analytics and get an accurate estimation based on the clickstream data from third-party providers, which is sufficient to evaluate your competitors. Simply type in the domain
you want to analyze and start absorbing the insights.
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Start with the Traffic Overview tab to get a quick snapshot of competitors’ performance in terms of driving traffic. Determine where the greatest share of their visitors is
coming from, whether it is direct, referral, search engine or social media traffic. Find out
exactly which referring websites, social networks, and search engines bring the most
traffic to your competitor. Look at bounce rates and average session durations to learn
which of your competitors have the most engaging websites, then carefully study the
strongest contestants. You need to understand why they attract visitors and how they
compel them to stay. The longer the client lingers on the website, the higher the chance
of a conversion.
Go to the designated tabs to get more detailed information on audience overlap, traffic sources, top pages of the researched domain, geographical distribution of traffic
shares, and traffic distribution across subdomains of a targeted website. You need to
be a paid user of the SEMrush Traffic Analytics add-on to get full reports, otherwise
you will get sample information for three domains: ebay.com, amazon.com, and searchengineland.com.

The Audience Overlap report will shed light on how many users visit the websites of two
(or more) competitors. You can also compare readerships of several media to decide
on the most interesting placement. This information will help you target your audience
more precisely, and discover partnership opportunities.

Analyze competitors’ traffic in detail
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The Traffic Sources report provides a comparison function for several competitors
at once. This way, you can estimate marketing budget shares for each of the
digital channels.
The Destination Sites tab can also give you some food for thought — it shows the list of
websites that users visited right after the analyzed domain.

The recently added Top Pages report will be of use if you are curious about your competitors’ top content or conversion funnels as the list of the most visited URLs may
include checkout, trial, and thank you pages.
Last but not least, you can filter historical and regional data in the tool—provided you’ve
got a paid SEMrush Traffic Analytics subscription, of course.

Analyze competitors’ traffic in detail

Keyword
Research
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Keyword Research
There’s no two ways about it: keyword research is the main pillar of quality SEO. To get
rewarding traffic you need to find precise keywords and put them to work. But there is
more to keyword research than just leading clientele from search engines to your website; it can be helpful on a whole other level of marketing endeavors.
Keyword exploration is helping you to stay in touch with your audience, since the search
query is the voice of the customer’s demand. A keyword map can serve as a way to
pinpoint new and profitable market niches, and can even be used to shape an outline for
your marketing strategy. But still a lot of marketers approach keyword research ineptly
or even completely disregard it.
Search engines are constantly tweaking algorithms to better decipher users’ intent and
provide the most relevant results for a query. And in the ever-changing world of SEO
SEMrush offers an assortment of tools to help you build an exceptional keyword strategy with minimal effort and top results:

Keyword
Overview

Keyword
Magic Tool

Keyword
Difficulty

Organic Traffic
Insights

Research the demand and find the exact
terms to target the right customers with
long tails, short heads, or key questions!
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Keyword Overview
To begin your keyword research, make a list of some generic terms and topics related
to your business, and launch the Keyword Overview. Punch in one of your keywords
and hit the Search button.
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SEMrush will provide you with all the data you need for initial keyword analysis. Let’s have a closer look at the Keyword Overview:
Organic Search. Volume shows
the average number of searches for the keyword in the chosen
database per month. Number of
results indicates how many URLs
appear in the search results.

Paid Search. This section provides the CPC (an average price
for a click) and the Competitive
density of advertisers bidding on
this keyword.

CPC Distribution. The Cost per
Click across different databases.
Clicking on one will regenerate
the report with the corresponding
data.

Ads Copies. If a keyword has paid
search results you will see here
examples of actual AdWords snippets and Product Listing Ads.

Ads History. This graph shows
how actively websites were bidding on the targeted keyword in
the last 12 months. Click on the
graph to get a detailed report.

Trend. This graph shows the
monthly distribution of a keyword’s volume for the last 12
months.

Phrase Match. This report shows variety of phrases with targeted keyword that are used in search queries. Click on View full report or on a
Phrase Match tab to expand and get additional data. There you will see
Volume, Keyword Difficulty, Average CPC, Competitive Density, Number
of Results, volume distribution Trends, and cached SERP snapshots.

Organic Search Results. The list
of top 100 results that pop up for
the analyzed keyword.

Related Keywords. – These are the words that are in some way tied with
the keyword you are investigating. This report can also be expanded
to a full version, where you will get the same metrics as in the Phrase
Match report. Plus you will see the time when the keyword was last
updated in the database, and the percentage of how closely the word is
related to the target keyword.

Find the right keywords!
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Keyword Magic Tool
To grow a mighty keyword master list from a single seed keyword go to Keyword Magic
Tool in Keyword Analytics. This powerful tool will enrich your keyword strategy with millions of suggestions. All keywords are automatically grouped into categories by search
topic, which greatly simplifies the workflow.
Enter a seed word to start working on your master list.

You can enter up to 7 seed keywords in different tabs of each list. This way you can create lists for different topics or campaigns, and simultaneously run several reports with
different keywords or different filtering options.
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Select a match type to get
more specific results:

Broad Match is selected by default and provides the
largest scope of suggestions. You will get keyword
ideas with all forms of the seed word and without
the exact order.

Phrase Match excludes variations of the seed word
from the results, but leaves key phrases with various
word orders.

Exact Match shows keyword ideas with the exact
same form and order as the seed keyword.

Related keywords are similar to your seed keyword.

A lot of high volume keywords are question based, and these phrases oftentimes trigger
Featured Snippets, which makes them even more desirable. Keyword Magic Tool in one
click allows you to sort out key phrases with question words in seven languages. Just
hit the Questions button and get the results.
Use flexible filters to further specify the scope of your key phrases with the range of
words count, search volume, keyword difficulty, CPC, and competitive density. Include
or exclude keywords with broad or exact matches, and pick SERP features to show only
the words that trigger them (some words can trigger multiple features).
To the left of the results table you will see the suggested groups of related topics. You
can sort them by the number of keywords or by the total volume of the keywords in a
group. Explore these groups and subgroups (click the blue arrow next to the group’s
name) to find long tail keywords and generate content ideas. Note that all your filtering
options are automatically applied to all groups and subgroups, any of which can be excluded from the compilation by clicking on the eye icon.
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The table contains information on volume, keyword difficulty, CPC, and competitive
density for each keyword. It also provides a SERP snapshot and the number of triggered
SERP features (hover over to see which ones). Sort the list by any metric to meet your
needs. Tick the boxes next to the words you like, or export all of the words from the list,
or only the words from the selected group by clicking Export to XLSX and choosing
an option.
In the same manner you can save your words to Keyword Analyzer for further research.
There you can update metrics at any time to get the freshest data (including some keywords’ metrics that could not be found even in the extensive Keyword Magic database),
and assess click potential and top competitors for any keyword. Also from the Keyword
Analyzer you can send your keywords to other SEMrush tools (Position Tracking and
PPC Keyword Tool).

Collect keyword ideas!
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Keyword Difficulty
SEMrush can help you to estimate how hard it would be to get good ranks for a keyword with a Keyword Difficulty Tool. With this tool you can assess up to 100 keywords
and get the difficulty score based on the authority of the top 20 domains that rank for
the given keyword.

The difficulty index is a percentage (1-100%). The higher it is, the harder it would be to
outrank your competitors in organic search results. Besides the difficulty, the report
shows the monthly volume of a keyword, the number of URLs in organic results, and
the SERP features. You can also see the SERP’s snapshot and the trends of a keyword’s
popularity over the 12 months.
Estimating keyword difficulty will help you to prioritize, and comprehend how much
work it would require to promote your website for a specific keyword. It takes patience
but eventually you could strike gold with high volume keywords that still have a low
competition level.

Find keywords with less competition!
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Organic Traffic Insights
Frustratingly Google Analytics often hides the keywords your website is indexed for.
Organic Traffic Insights provides the solution to that problem, so you won’t have to base
your SEO on guesstimation. By connecting your Google Analytics account to SEMrush
you will get a detailed list of your keywords otherwise labeled “not provided”.
Open a project in SEMrush and click on the Organic Traffic Insights to start analyzing your landing pages, measuring your SEO efforts pay off, and looking for traffic
growth points.
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Setup wizard will ask you to connect your Google Analytics account. Do that, then select your account, property, and view. You can also connect Google Search Console
and merge the data from Google’s tools in one report with the ability to filter and sort by
various metrics. Although this step is optional, we recommend you do it to have more
analytical data and get the most out of our tool.
The next step is selecting your target country and device (you will be able to change
these later). Now click Go to Organic Traffic Insights to generate a report.

You will get a list of your performing landing pages (up to 50, depending on your
subscription) and organic search traffic metrics. By default it will show results for the
last seven days, but you can specify the date range. The table will provide you with
information on:

Users. Represents the total number of people that visit your website
over a set period of time. This metric is a key component of your SEO
efforts because it will tell you how many more or less people engage
with your website over a period of time.

New Users. Represents people
that visit your site for the first
time within the set time period.

Sessions. Measures visits of users with unique IP addresses that in
some way interacted with a website within a set time frame (30 minutes by default). Number of sessions represents the amount of a
website’s traffic.

Pages/Sessions. This is the average number of your website’s pages that the user visits per session.

Average Session Duration. Shows
for how long on average your audience stays on your landing pages.

Goal Completions. If you have set
up goals in Google Analytics this
block will illustrate the progression.

Bounce Rate. This is the percentage of single-page sessions,
when a user does not browse your
website beyond one page.
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Below you will see the list of landing pages. It can be sorted by various metrics to help
you analyze the performance of each page. Click on a blue number in the keyword columns to examine which words are driving traffic, and which positions they occupy. You
can choose the keywords provider. Keywords from SEMrush’s database will be backed
with volumes, keyword difficulty, and the share of traffic that a keyword brings. Google
Search Console will show the click-through rates, the number of clicks that brought users from the SERP to your page, and the number of impressions (how many times the
link to your website has been viewed on the SERP by a user).
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The keywords report will show a chart representing the dynamics of a session’s number over time and a list of keywords. The list can be searched for any query, or narrowed
down by setting ranges for various metrics. You can also filter keywords by type:
New. Keywords for which your
domain is ranking by the last day
of the selected time range, but
was not on the first day.

Lost. The opposite of the New
type, shows keywords for which
your domain was ranking, but
dropped out by the end of the
selected time range.

Winner. Keywords that
gained positions.
Loser. Keywords that lost
positions.

This highly convenient and time-saving filtering is not present in the Google Search
Console itself, but the Organic Traffic Insights tool equips you with the option. You
can also send the keywords to the Position Tracking tool, or export the report to CSV
or Excel.

Unlock the 'not provided’ keywords!

Link
Building
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Link Building
A strong backlink portfolio is one of the most crucial factors of SEO success. Multiple backlinks from authoritative resources send a strong signal to search engines
about the quality of your content and consequently raise your chances of winning high
ranks in search results. Needless to say, it is also a good source of relevant traffic to
your website.
The link building process includes several stages: spotting opportunities for new backlinks, analyzing the quality of your backlink profile and maintaining a clean backlink
record timely getting rid of toxic backlinks.
And for each step, SEMrush offers a special tool to help you keep your backlink portfolio
in its best shape:

Backlink
Analytics

Bulk
Analysis

Backlink
Audit

Link Building
Tool
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Backlink Analytics
Any link building strategy starts from a comprehensive analysis of your current backlink
portfolio. It needs to be reviewed regularly to keep track of your strong and weak sides.
Also, the analysis of your rivals’ backlink profiles helps to reveal new opportunities to
enrich your own.
By typing in your domain address (or any link that you would like to analyse) in Backlinks,
you’ll get an overview of what your or your competitor’s backlink profile looks like at
the moment.

On the Overview tab, you can see various quantitative metrics of the profile such as
the total number of backlinks, the number of domains that are referring to the analyzed
website (a domain, a subdomain or a particular page that you have selected), the number of referring IPs, and the site’s Domain and Trust scores.
Further on, you can see how this backlink profile performs in dynamic.
The New & Lost Backlinks widget shows how the number of backlinks has been changing over a period of 3 months, 1 year, or the whole time the site has been analyzed
by SEMrush.
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If a date is marked with a Notes symbol,
you can click on it to reveal whether there
were any significant fluctuations on the
SERP that day, which could be a sign of a
Google update.

If you want to look deeper into the backlink profile, go to the Backlinks tab.

As well as the different types of backlinks that are most common in the analyzed portfolio (text, image or other) and the percentage of links with a nofollow attribute, you
can find the actual list of backlinks. If these are your backlinks, you can filter out the
suspicious ones and add them to the Disavow list. If you’re analyzing your competitor’s
profile, the links that they have lost can provide you with a link building opportunity.
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In the Anchors tab, you can analyze the anchors of your backlinks. Sorting them by the
number of backlinks, the number of referring domains and the time they have been first
and last seen allows you to see the most popular and the most recent ones.
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The Referring Domains and Referring IPs tabs show you the TLD and country distribution of your backlink portfolio, that is, which domains and which referring IPs refer to
you the most.
You can use those tabs to analyze your or your competitor’s backlink portfolio to the
detail, as the number of backlinks alone is not representative enough.

The Indexed Pages tab provides information on the pages from your website that
received backlinks.

Here you can also see how many backlinks a page got; how many External links it has,
that is, to how many pages on external domains it points; and how many Internal links
lead from this page to other pages of the same domain.

Analyze your and your
competitor’s backlinks
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Bulk Analysis
In the Bulk Analysis tool, you can see and evaluate the backlink portfolios of up
to 200 URLs in terms of Authority Score, backlinks, referring domains, IPs, and
backlink formats.
This report is as helpful for comparison of your own material as it is for checking its
performance against your competition.

You can export the data from any tab to a .csv or .xls file using the Export button. This
is helpful for use in other backlink tools and reporting.

Analyze backlinks
for up to 200 URLs
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Backlink Audit
Aside from spotting new link building opportunities, your main task is to keep your current profile tidy and not get penalized by Google for having too many toxic links. A lot of
links from suspicious resources is often an indicator that a website uses black hat SEO
techniques, which with the last couple of Google Updates brings a high risk of penalties
and sanctions.
If the Backlink Analytics tool is especially useful for bulk analysis, Backlink Audit provides
an in-depth view of your domain’s backlinks and allows you to maintain your profile in
optimal operating condition. This includes detecting toxic backlinks, adding them to the
Disavow list or contacting the domain owner to delete or change it, and monitoring your
progress by closely watching New and Lost links.

Integrations
To help you work with the whole scope of your backlinks,
Backlink Audit now features several integrations.

Google
Search
Console
By integrating your SEMrush account with Google Search Console, you will see the full picture
of your backlink profile, will be
able to easily update your Disavow list and have up-to-date data
on the disavowed backlinks.

Google
Analytics
Google Analytics knows which
backlinks bring traffic to your website, this information is later used
to recalculate the backlinks’ Toxic
Score, decreasing the potential
risk of the valuable backlinks.

Majestic

If you have a Majestic account,
integrating it with SEMrush will
give you the great advantage of
using a comprehensive backlink
audit solution on a rich backlink
database. With this integration, together with the data from GSC and
GA, you will have the full picture of
your true backlink portfolio.
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Detecting toxic links
To detect potentially harmful backlinks, you can start from the Audit tab.
This shows you all of your backlinks broken down into three lists: For
review, Whitelist and All links.

At the first run of the Backlink Audit tool, there will be an equal number of links in the For
review and All links lists, with the former decreasing in size as you work on your profile.
The Backlink Audit tool sorts the toxic backlinks in order of Toxic Score, with the highest Toxic Score links being shown on the first page. Toxic Score is how the Backlink
Audit tool determines which of your links are the most dangerous for your website. It is
based on a scale of 0 to 100, with 0 being safe and 100 being extremely toxic, and uses
over 50 different toxic markers.
You can also select the toxic markers that you find the most harmful and find the backlinks that are considered toxic according to the list of markers that you have specified.
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You will see your backlinks organized by Toxic Score, with the backlink
having the highest Toxic Score going first.

By clicking on the backlink Toxic Score value, you will see the list of toxicity markers that were associated with this link.

Disavowing links
You can disavow the harmful link by clicking on Delete and selecting the
To Disavow option.
If the domains listed in your backlink profile have certain parameters in common,
they will be grouped by this parameter and
you will be able to disavow or remove the
whole group.
These parameters indicate that the domains in the group have the same owner
and have similar characteristics:
GA — the domains have the same Google Analytics
record
AdSense ID — the domains share an AdSense ID
IP — the domains have the same IP address
Mirror Pages — the domains have similar interface,
identical content and supposedly the same owner
Whois info — the domains have the same Whois information
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Now, by clicking To Disavow, you will send the domain to your Disavow list, which is
available due to the integration with Google Search Console.
To review the current status of the backlinks that you have sent to the Disavow list, you
can go to the Disavow tab.

Outreach
If you would prefer to contact the owner of the website and ask them to remove the link
(or change it), select the To Remove option to add those links to the removal list.
Under the Remove tab, you’ll be able to see the domains you added to the list and contacts for those domains, which the Backlink Audit tool finds automatically.
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If you integrate your Gmail or Microsoft email account with the tool, you will be able
to send the email to the site owner directly from the tool. By clicking Send, you will be
directed to a template email, asking the owner to delete the links to your site.

After sending the email, you will be able to track the email in the Status column.

The email statuses
include:

Not sent

Delivered

Sent

Opened

Replied
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Progress Monitoring
The Lost & Found report helps you monitor which links you gain and lose over time,
which helps you stay on top of things. It allows you to track your link building success
by monitoring the new links and outreach the domains with lost and broken links.
At the top of the report you can see the graph showing your New, Broken and Lost links
for the past 30 days.
The link is considered New if it has appeared within the past 30 days.
The link is considered Broken if the page on which we have seen the backlink before
has been unavailable for 60 days or less.
The link is considered Lost if it has not been found for the past 60 days or less.

In this graph, you can also see the Notes that provide information on possible Google
updates or any improvements of the SEMrush algorithms on that date.
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Further on, the report shows you the list of all your new, lost and broken
links, which you can process one by one or in bulk.

With the Move group of backlinks function, you can Keep the selected
backlinks or Delete them.

If you decide to keep the link or a group
of links, you can send it to the whitelist by
clicking the To Whitelist button.

If you decide to delete it, you will be able to
either send it to the Remove list and contact the site owner via the outreach form,
or send it directly to the Disavow list using
the To Disavow button.
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By applying the Advanced filters, you can filter out
the backlinks with particular parameters.

The Toxic markers filter is similar to the one on the Audit
tab, showing the list of all the toxic markers that influence
the backlink toxic score.
The Link attribute filter allows you to filter out the backlinks with the Nofollow, Sponsored, or UGC attributes.
The Anchors filter allows you to find the backlinks with
the particular anchor texts.
After selecting the necessary backlinks, you can perform
the same actions as in the Audit tab: send it to the whitelist or delete it.

Perform a comprehensive
audit of your backlinks
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Link Building Tool
In recent years, the link building process has become more of a PR activity than anything else. Acquiring high quality links and maintaining your backlink portfolio in good
shape is a full-time job, and with backlinks being one of the strongest search ranking
signals, it requires a great deal of attention.
To help you uncover the best and most relevant backlink opportunities and streamline
your link building campaigns, SEMrush has developed the Link Building tool.

What it does can essentially be divided into three steps:
Finding relevant
resources to get
backlinks from

Automating
the outreach

Monitoring
the progress

Finding opportunities
When SEMrush suggests the domains that you should get backlinks from, it uses several sources of information. These are the list of keywords that you wish to rank higher
for; the backlinks of your organic competitors; the mentions of your brand name; the
list of URLs that you upload manually; and Lost Backlinks from Backlink Audit. And by
connecting your Google Search Console to the project, you can exclude the backlinks
from sites that already refer to you.
You can see every category under the Prospects tab.
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The Rejected category contains the prospects that you do not wish to work with. For
a domain to be listed as Rejected, you need to delete it from any other list by clicking
the cross.
You can filter out the prospects to work with first by applying various filters.

The prospects are listed in order of Rating, which is based on more than 50 factors and
provides information on the backlink source quality and accessibility. The higher the
value of the backlinks that can be acquired from this domain, and the easier they are to
acquire, the higher will be the rating.
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In the detailed card of a prospect, you can see various metrics of their
Domain Quality, Domain Relevance and Domain Health.
Domain Quality information is based upon:
The number of Backlinks
that lead to the prospect
domain
The number of Referring
domains that refer to the
prospect domain
The number of Keywords
that the prospect domain
ranks for in the top-100

Domain Relevance information is based upon:
Your website and the prospect domain’s Common
Categories (Art, Science,
Business etc.)
Whether or not the prospect has your Competitors
backlinks

The estimated Traffic for
the previous month (the
data is taken from Traffic
Analytics)

Domain Health information is based upon:
Safety rank, which measures probable risk to your
domain from the prospect’s backlinks (0 — no
risk, 100 — very high risk)
The presence of Dangerous Signals that indicate
that the prospect was
penalized
And the presence of Potentially Dangerous Signals that may indicate that
the prospect has a high
risk of a penalty.

Based on the information in the detailed card, you can make a decision
about whether to reject that prospect or move forward with it.

Automating the outreach
When you decide to start working with the prospect, you
can send it to the In Progress list with one of the link
building strategies applied. You can also create up to 7
custom strategies for each of your projects.
Each strategy provides an email template, which specifies
the conditions on which you offer your link to be placed
on the prospect’s domain. Some strategies have several
templates (e.g. the first email and a follow-up), which is
based on industry best practices.
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By clicking Send you will access the template and will be able to customize it to your
needs. You can connect your Gmail account to the Link Building tool to be able to send
and track emails directly from the tool or you can use it as a template generator and
send it from another mail account, since Google has a restriction of only 500 emails to
be sent per day.

This outreach tool works very similarly to the way it is organized in the Backlink Audit
tool, however the purpose of that communication is usually different.
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Monitoring progress
After you start working with the prospect, you can monitor your progress under the
Monitor tab. Here you can see if the backlink is visible on the selected referring domain
and its status.

Active links are your current backlinks
on the selected resources.

Lost links are the backlinks that used to be
active on the selected domain but haven’t
been visible for 60 days.

Broken links are placed on the pages
that no longer work correctly.

Undefined links have a status that SEMrush
was unable to define.

Rejected links are the ones that you choose
to reject.

You can download the CSV file with the list of your backlinks
by using the Export button in the top right corner.

Track your outreach
activity in one place

Rank
Tracking
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Rank Tracking
To stay on top of the SEO game you have to keep an eagle eye on your rankings, SERP
volatility, and fluctuations of Google’s algorithms. Even if you create an absolute SEO
perfection of a page that will immediately skyrocket to the top positions, it is never guaranteed to stay that way.
Constantly monitor and analyze SERP changes to reveal and predict opportunities, negate losses, and improve your business. SEMrush offers some powerful tools to help
you stay alert and adjust your SEO strategy in a timely fashion:

Position
Tracking

Sensor
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Position Tracking
Position Tracking is a potent and versatile tool designed to simultaneously track your
website’s search performance in multiple locations and on different devices. You can
also get insightful information about SERP features, find your local competition and
compare your efficiency with up to 20 competitors.
Go to the projects section of the SEMrush toolkit, open a project or create a new one
with the domain you want to track, and set up Position Tracking.
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1

You can choose which part of a website
you would like to track. By default you will
be tracking at the root domain level, which
means it will include all of the website’s
subdomains and subfolders. You can
choose any specific subdomain, an exact
URL, or a subfolder with up to 3 subsequent subfolders.

2

Next, you will need to pick a search
engine, device, and location. You will be
able to add more locations and/or devices
within a project. Note that some countries
have a language selection.

3

In this step you can also optionally add
your Business name from Google MyBusiness to track your presence in the Local
Packs, even if the domain is not present
in the results.

4

Next step is the centerpiece of this enterprise – your keywords. You can add
them manually, or use suggestions from
SEMrush’s Organic Research Positions
or Keyword Analytics Phrase Match. You
can also import lists from .txt or .csv files,
or transfer the data directly from Google
Analytics by connecting your account.
Of course, you are not limited to only one
approach, and can mix all of them.
Remember that you can use Keyword
Magic Tool and Organic Traffic Insights to
send keywords to Position Tracking.

5

Now that you are all set, push
Start Tracking.

The Position Tracking Landscape report is the place to get a lightning fast overview of
your tracking campaign’s progress. From here you can quickly see your domain’s trend
in visibility and estimated traffic as well as your top keywords and what you’re losing.
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The first thing you will see is the Overview tab, where you can compare up to five domains at once. Please note that the tracking campaign starts from the day of set up,
and you will have to wait for some time to allow it to record the progress.
On the Overview tab you can compare up to five domains at once, and see a summary
of your domain’s visibility, estimated traffic, and average position for every keyword
you’re tracking.

First, let’s go over the top menu:
Last update. Shows when the information in the campaign was
last updated.

Device & Location. Guru and Business subscribers can add new locations and devices to the campaign (import keywords from an existing
report or add a new set). Also, with this submenu you can merge campaigns from different projects.

Keywords. Add or remove keywords from your campaign.

Competitors. This button allows
you to edit your competitors list.

Type. Select Organic or Ads to
switch between organic or paid
search results.

Rank Count. Allows you to exclude Local Packs and Top Stories from
the rank count (e.g., if a SERP has a Local Pack with three organic results, the first result under it will be regarded as the fourth).

Volume. Switch between local
and national volume data (if you
have set up a local level).

At the top of the Overview you will get a trend chart; you can switch between Visibility
Trend, Estimated traffic (both are based on websites’ ranks and CTRs of the targeted
keywords), and Average Position. You can change the date ranges, see the notes signaling Google updates, or add your custom notes.
Below the trend chart sits the Rankings Overview, the cornerstone of Position Tracking.
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This table presents the targeted keywords, various SERP features triggered by them,
their CPC and Volume, and the current positions of all selected domains. Green and
red numbers with arrows show if the position has improved or declined (based on the
selected time range). Clicking on any position will reveal the exact landing page ranking
for the keyword, hit the View SERP button to get a snapshot of the SERP.
You can filter by a keyword, or open
dropdown menus to filter:
Top positions & changes. Set various position ranges for all keywords, or you can select to show
only the New or Lost keywords
within the selected range, or the
words that have Improved, Declined, or Unchanged ranks.

SERP Features. This filter allows you to find keywords that trigger certain SERP features, or, alternatively, the ones that do not have these features (select Feature on SERP or Feature not on SERP accordingly). You
can also choose to see if the domain you have set as the first ranks or
doesn't rank for a feature.

Tags. Include or exclude keywords
with certain tags, or click Manage
tags to open a window for convenient tags’ organization.

Volume. Specify a volume range
that you are interested in.

Advanced filters. Narrow down
the list by including or excluding
keyphrases with certain parameters, and certain CPC values.

All reports of the Position Tracking tool can be exported to an Excel, CSV, or CSV semicolon file. The reports from Landscape, Overview, Rankings, Competitors Discovery,
and Devices & Locations can also be exported to a PDF file.
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Let’s dip into the remaining tabs
of the Position Tracking tool:
Rankings Distribution. Here you can compare domains’ Visibility and Estimated Traffic to find out who
gets the most out of the targeted keywords. Compare
All added competitors or enter the specific Competitors in input fields; select the time range, and Filter
by SERP feature to narrow down the results.
You will also find there the tables reviewing domains’
performances in SERPs’ top 3, top 10, top 20, or top
100. These reports show the number of words the
domain ranks for in different position ranges. The
New and Lost columns show the words that reached
a certain position range, or fell out of it, within the
selected dates. The Improved and Declined columns
show positions’ fluctuations. Click on the number of
keywords in any column to generate the Rankings report filtered for those exact words.
Landing Pages. The list of all domains’ landing pages that rank for at least one keyword. For each URL
you will get its Keyword count, Estimated daily traffic (based on the average CTR for the position and
the keyword’s search volume), Average position, and
Total volume of all keywords. The table shows metrics for the first and the last date of the selected time
range, and the difference between them. Clicking on
the total number of a domain’s keywords will expand
its full keywords list with the information on each
one, including the triggered SERP features. If you
are tracking the mobile searches, you will also see if
there are any Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP icon).
The Landing Pages report has advanced filters for
keywords and their volumes, and also allows you to
filter out the New (in the top 100), Lost (from the top
100), and Tagged keywords.
Devices & Location. This tab allows you to compare
your rankings across different devices and locations
that you have set up in your campaign. At the top you
will get a trend chart that is the same as in the Overview report, except it lets you track your domain’s performance (Visibility, Estimated traffic, Average position) in up to 10 variations of locations and devices.  
The Device & Location table allows you to compare
your rankings and keyword volumes across devices
and locations; this way you can study the demand,
prioritize and evaluate different markets.

Rankings. This is a more detailed version of an Overview report. Here you can filter keywords by the positions range, see the positions from both the first
and the last date of the selected range, and get the
rankings trend chart for each keyword.
Competitors Discovery. This report will provide you
with the Competition map, a chart that shows your
top 10 rivals based on their average position and the
number of keywords they rank for. Switch between the
Competitors and the Winners & Losers to display the
top 10 domains from the different SEMrush reports.
The Competitors table below the Competition map
presents the list of all domains competing for the
keywords in your tracking campaign; it shows the
domain’s Visibility, Estimated traffic, its Average position, and the number of keywords from your campaign that the domain ranks for.
Use the buttons next to the domain names – Set as
competitor to add the domain to your campaign’s
competitors list, and Blacklist to exclude the domain
from the results. Next to the competitors that are already included in your campaign you will get an option to Remove from competitors.
Note that the Competitors Discovery report depends
on the location and the device that you have set up
for your campaign. You can target specific areas to
find your local competition. To increase the relevance
of the results you can exclude up to 20 competitors;
select the analyzed SERP’s depth (from the top 3 positions to the top 100); set the number of results on
a page for 10, 20, 50, or 100 domains; and filter them
by the SERP features.
Featured snippets. Featured Snippet solution is an
asset of the Position Tracking Tool designed to help
you analyze and win featured snippets on SERPs.
Start with selecting the domain (subdomain, folder
or URL) you want to examine and the positions range
it is ranked within (the closer the domain to the top
ranks, the more likely it is to be featured).
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At the top of the Featured Snippets report
there are two widgets:
The number of keywords with Featured
Snippets on SERP shows how much visibility and estimated traffic you get with the
Featured Snippets you occupy, and the potential results you will achieve after seizing
the suggested opportunities.

The Featured Snippets Trend displays
changes in the total number of keywords
triggering Featured Snippets and the share
of ones that the domain already occupies.

The list of keywords below the widgets shows the keywords with Featured Snippets on
SERP’s, their volume, landing page positions, and estimated traffic gain or loss, depending on which tab you choose:

Opportunities. This tab lists keywords that trigger a
Featured Snippet, and for which the targeted domain
is not featured. It also provides the difference in organic positions between your website and the domain occupying Featured Snippet. If the difference is positive,
it means that you are ranking better than the featured
domain, and have a good chance of getting featured.
Already featured. Here you will see which keywords
won the targeted domain a Featured Snippet.
New. Shows where the domain obtained a Featured
Snippet within the selected time range.
Lost. Shows where the domain lost a Featured Snippet within the selected time range.
New on SERP. This section provides keywords that
started triggering the Featured Snippet recently. This
list lets you find opportunities before your competitors. A keyword tagged “You” means that for it your
domain is already present in a Featured Snippet.

Lost from SERP. Here you can see the keywords that
stopped triggering Featured Snippets. Look out for the
keywords labeled “You”; these are the words the target
domain has previously had Featured Snippets for.
URL changed. This tab shows the occasions when the
target domain was in a Featured Snippet for a certain
keyword, and still is, but now with a different page.

Monitor website's rankings!
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Sensor
Monitoring the rankings of your website
and its competition is a vital part of any
SEO strategy, but it is not always enough.
Google constantly experiments with its
algorithms, updates are happening daily,
so it is a good idea to keep an eye on the
overall SERPs’ volatility. SEMrush Sensor is a nifty tool that provides insights
into position fluctuations on a day-today basis.
SERPs’ volatility is measured on a scale of
0 to 10, and is calculated with a proprietary
formula that uses fixed broad sets of keywords. The higher the score, the more likely there are some changes within Google,
and thereafter the probability of a website
gaining or losing positions is higher.

Sensor’s Overview will greet you with a
color-coded score widget. The blue one is
for low volatility (0-2), green for normal (25), yellow for high (5-8), and red for very
high (8-10). You can select one of the six
databases for desktops or mobiles in the
Overview (in the Personal Score tab you
can see the report for any location you
have set up a Position Tracking campaign
for), and a date within the last 30 days if
you are interested in analyzing historical
data. You can also Subscribe to notifications to get email alerts or browser push
notifications when the volatility changes
from a lower range to High or Very High.
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Various Categories on the left use specific sets of keywords to represent different industries. Reviewing assorted categories could be helpful if your business bridges a variety of industries, or if you are looking to aim for a new market. Changing the category
will regenerate the report.

The trend chart below the score widget shows volatility for the last 30 days with notes
of Google’s and SEMrush’s updates. Use the Compare with dropdown menu to examine two devices, countries, or categories at once. You can also use it to compare one of
your Position Tracking campaigns volatility to the rest of Google (you need to set it up
in the Personal Score tab beforehand), see fluctuations of SERP features appearances,
and examine the HTTPS usage changes in the top 10 and top 20.
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SERP Features Occurrence widget provides insights into SERP features’ presence. The percentage
shows how often a certain feature appears in top
20 results, the green and red numbers indicate the
difference from the previous day. Note that certain
features can be naturally more or less prevalent in
different categories.

HTTPS Usage widget will tell you the percentage of
websites using secure protocol in top 10 and top 20
Google search results.

At the bottom of the Sensor Overview you will see all Updates to Google’s algorithm
that have taken place within the last 30 days.
The Personal Score
tab allows you to get
the score and the trend
chart of your project’s
volatility (you need to
set up Position Tracking
beforehand). Note that the
more relevant keywords
you add to your campaign,
the more precise Sensor
results you will get.

The Deviations tab shows
an average monthly
volatility and its daily
deflections. This tab helps
to find out which days and
industries were the most
unstable in terms of SERP
changes. It is important
to understand the average
values, since, for example,
in the case of a highly
volatile News category, a
Normal score would be a
deviation.

Track Google algorithm daily changes!

The Winners & Losers tab
lists those domains in the
top 20 most affected by
SERPs' volatility. Since
Sensor uses sample
keyword sets this is not
the whole picture, but
analyzing the affected
domains will bring
beneficial awareness.

On Page &
Tech SEO
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On Page & Tech SEO
Even the greatest content will not save the SEO day if it is not optimized and the rest
of your website is crumbling. Collapsing architecture, broken links, HTTP error codes,
HTML mistakes and other issues will undo all your efforts.
Ensuring your website is decent in both the aspects of content and technical condition
can be split into three steps. First, you find and rectify technical issues; second, work
on the website’s SEO-friendliness; and third — make sure that the content is created in
the SEO way.
All these steps are covered by the following SEMrush tools:

Site Audit

On Page SEO
Checker

SEO Content
Template
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Site Audit
SEMrush Site Audit setup consists of five steps. The first one is required;
the others are optional but they can make the audit process faster, and
save your SEMrush account limits.

1

Choose the domain, subdomain, or subfolder, and set the number of pages to
crawl. Business subscription allows you
to crawl the Accelerated Mobile Pages
first (while granting superfast load speed,
AMP’s implementation is chock-full of
potential mistakes)

4

Next step is to specify the URL parameters you want to have removed before
the crawling. For example, catalogues or
online shops could include a lot of sorting
parameters that are of no use for crawling.

2

Configure crawler settings. Leave the
default SEMrushBot as a crawler or choose
GoogleBot (they can also be mobile!). If you
are using the crawl-delay parameter in the
robots.txt file of your website, you can ask
Site Audit crawler to respect that.

5

You can allow Site Audit to bypass the restrictions without disabling your password
protection, just enter the credentials in the
tool’s settings.5

3

In the third step you can specify the
pages that you want to be included or
excluded by the crawler during the audit.
You can (dis)allow some subfolders or
specific URLs.

6

The last step is the recrawl scheduling. If
you do take care of your website’s technical health, it makes sense to conduct
regular checks.
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After SEMrush is done with analyzing your website, it gives you a picture of the overall
website health. Based on the ratio of issues found on the website to the number of performed checks, you get the Total Score.

The Thematic Reports section shows
four groups of checks:
Crawlability checks are the ones related
to indexation, internal linking, and URLs’
accessibility.

HTTPS implementation checks show
if you have any issues with the security
of your website.

International SEO is responsible for any
hreflang issues (including the hreflang language mismatch, which is a unique
SEMrush check).

The Performance thematic group of checks
covers information about the website’s load
speed.

Internal Linking provides an in-depth
analysis of your website’s link structure.

Top Issues show the three most important mistakes that appear among the crawled
pages. They have been chosen from the whole scope based on their priority level and
the pages having the issue to help you prioritize the tasks.
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All in all, Site Audit has over 80 checks for
various SEO issues, you can see all of them
in the Issues tab. All issues are grouped
into three categories, Errors, Warnings,
and Notices, based on their priority level.
For example, too-long URLs (in the Notices section) are a much less severe problem than uncrawlable pages (from the Errors section). Also, if you think that some
issues are not relevant for you, you can
hide them from view.
Small graphs near each issue show the
changes in the number of times an issue

has appeared during the last seven crawls.
The small (red and green) numbers nearby
indicate the maximal and minimal number
of such mistakes during the last crawls.
Site Audit allows you to directly send any
issue to Trello for your web-development
team to work on them (or you can export
all the issues to .xls, or CSV). If you need
to report a nice graphical representation
of the audit statistics, you can download a
PDF with clear charts on the basic discovered issues.
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It is most probable that the problems will
not all be solved at once, so you have to
prioritize and make sure that some pages
get healthier first. If you want to check the
health of a specific page, but do not want
to spend time on recrawling the whole
website, you can renew the info for a single URL in the Crawled Pages tab. To find

out the most popular pages, connect your
Google Analytics account and sort the list
by number of Unique Pageviews. This report also shows the site structure based on
the scope of crawled pages (note that it is
not the same as the actual site structure!).
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The Statistics tab provides additional details on the crawled pages. Switch the view
using the List and Graph buttons to get the preferred presentation type.
Here you will get information about:
Markups. The percentage of your
pages with implemented Schema.
org, Open Graph, Twitter Cards,
Microformats, and the pages with
no markup. Search engines use
markups to generate rich snippets, which significantly increase
visibility and click-through rate of
the page.

HTTP status codes. This section shows the percentage of the
crawled pages that return 5xx,
4xx, 3xx, 2xx, or 1xx status codes.
Make sure to minimize the number of 3xx redirection responses
complicating site architecture
and affecting load speed, and
eliminate 4xx or 5xx, as these are
the errors.

The Progress tab shows you the
overall website health during the
chosen period of time, and how
the number of specific issues
changed overtime.

Canonicalization. The rel=”Canonical” tag is a handy tool for
resolving the duplicate content
issues. This report shows the
percentage of crawled pages that
use canonical or self-canonical
tags, as well as of pages without
the tag.

AMP links. Accelerated Mobile
Pages grant you an obvious advantage in load speed, so it is important to monitor the percentage
of crawled pages that have the
link to their AMP version.

Crawl depth. The number of clicks
required to get to a page from the
homepage. The lower this number,
the easier it is to get to the content
for both crawlers and users.

Incoming internal links. Internal
linking is a significant element
of an SEO process that helps to
direct the traffic flow within your
website. This report shows how
many of the crawled pages have
only one internal link, 2-5 internal
links, 6-10 internal links, 11-50 internal links, or 50+ internal links
on them.

Hreflang usage. Hreflang attributes are an absolute necessity
for a multilingual site to ensure its
users get the correct language.
Keep an eye on how many pages
have issues with the hreflang implementation, as well as on how
many pages have no hreflang
tags. See the International SEO
thematic report for more details.

Sitemap vs Crawled Pages. Comparison of the number of pages
crawled by the Site Audit to the
number of pages in sitemap. A big
difference here can be a sign of
poor crawlability or an outdated
sitemap.

The Compare Crawls tab allows
you to follow the health of your
website: you can compare the results of any two crawls within the
project and see all the fixed and
new issues.

Check your website’s health!
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On Page SEO Checker
After making sure your website is as healthy as humanly possible, you can assess your
content and pages from an SEO point of view. SEMrush’s On Page SEO Checker makes
a thorough and well-structured list of all the steps you can take to improve the performance of your website in search engines.
Setting up the On Page SEO Checker
consists of four steps:

1

Choose the target location and the device you want to optimize for. It can be nationwide, regional, or local. For some
countries you can also select a language.

2

Decide which pages you want to get the ideas for.
There are a few ways to add them:
Auto import from Organic Positions report and
the Position Tracking campaign (if you have set
it up in the same project)
Add manually (type in the pages and the words
you want to optimize them for)
Import from the .csv file
Import from Google Search Console (you will
need to connect your Google account)
Add directly from the SEMrush organic
research database

3

Choose the crawler user agent (optional).

4

Final step allows you to schedule weekly ideas collection and set up email notifications.
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The Overview tab in the tool includes:
Total Ideas. A small diagram showing the total number of ideas, and the
number of ideas of each type for all the analyzed pages. You will also
see a graph showing the potential traffic increase after the optimization
of all the pages.

Top pages to optimize. These are
the high-priority pages you need
to optimize first.
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The gathered Optimization Ideas
are divided into seven groups:
Strategic Ideas. These show if keyword cannibalization took place, and save you time and effort, providing you with information about the pages that rank
higher for certain keywords so that you don’t spend
time trying to get a low-ranking page to the top.

Backlink Ideas. Backlinks, being one of the most
relevant ranking factors, require a lot of effort and
research. From the Backlink ideas you get the list
of domains that are recommended for placing the
backlinks. The list of domains for you to reach out
to is compiled based on the backlink placements of
your top 10 rival domains.

Technical ideas. Your technical issues were checked
in the previous part, when you set up and used Site
Audit, but the Technical Ideas in the On Page SEO
Checker give you the list of those issues that will
most probably negatively affect your SERP rankings
if you disregard them.

User Experience Ideas. During optimization you
take care not only of the crawlers, but first and foremost of the users, so you should not forget about
their experience. Our Google Analytics-based report
provides you with ideas to make your pages as user-friendly as possible. It checks if users leave the
page too quickly, the bounce rate, and load speed.
You need to connect your Google Analytics to get
the data.

SERP Features Ideas. SERP features improve your
website’s visibility, and getting them is like a pat on
the back from Google. SERP Features Ideas highlights pages that have a chance of getting into Featured Snippets or can get a rich snippet with a star
rating. Adding the markup for the aggregated rating
is easy, and can significantly increase the CTR of a
page. Snippets with yellow stars as well as Featured
Snippets attract attention and make the link look
more trustworthy and relevant.

Semantic and Content Ideas. These are all about the
page contents and material on your website. In Content Ideas information is gathered on the correct use
of the keywords on the pages, and their recommended placement. You will also get recommendations on
titles, meta descriptions, content’s length and readability, and use of video content. After the deployment
of the Hummingbird algorithm in 2013 Google search
became more semantics-based than keyword-based,
so you also need to focus on related words. Tips on
these are given in the Semantic Ideas section.

Let’s have a look at
the remaining tabs:
The second tab of the On Page SEO Checker,
Optimization Ideas, lists all the analyzed pages
that need optimization, sorted by priority.

The Top 10 Benchmarking tab analyses the top 10
search results for your keywords and compares the
results to your website. The View full analysis button
shows you more details on the keyword’s SERP and
quick metrics on each rival outranking you. If there
is a Featured Snippet on the SERP, this will also be
noted within the report.
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The last tab, Idea Tasks, compiles the information
about the ideas that were and that are yet to be implemented. The list is sorted by the time the issue
was discovered. Above the list, you can see a graph
which shows how the number of ideas has changed

since the first collection; you can select a specific
time range for a closer analysis. In the list you can
sort out the ideas that are yet to be implemented, or
look at those that already have the status “Done”.

Get actionable SEO ideas!
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SEO Content template
SEO Content Template is the tool designed for creating content that is SEO-friendly
from the start.
Work with the tool begins with setting the region (country is requested, stating the region and the city is optional), the language (for some countries), the device (US Google
Desktop database is set by default), and entering a keyword or a group of them.
This tool comes in handy after you’ve already done your keyword research, chosen the
words you want to target, and started planning and outlining new SEO-friendly content
for your website.
The result page consists
of the following parts:
Your Google top 10 rivals
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Key recommendations, based on the analysis of the top 10. They include suggestions on
the semantically related words, backlinks, readability (for English language), text length,
and video content.

Examples of the keywords use (by the same top 10)
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Basic recommendations for your future content. Here you see tips for optimal length of the
title and keywords therein, for meta description, for H1 tag, and for the body of the content
(the text itself).

All of this info can be exported to a doc.
Switch to the Real-time Content Check tab and see if your text complies with our recommendations in real time.

Craft SEO-friendly content!

We love your feedback!
Was this guide helpful? Is there something else
about SEO & SEM tools that you are interested in?
Drop us a line at toolkitforseo@semrush.com and
our next post will be about it!

semrush.com

